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Editors Soapbox

Wake Up!!!
Get out and do something for yourself!
We have some good meets set up with opportunities to learn, forge or teach others what you know.
Come out and chat or get your hands dirty! Let’s
boost the attendance at the upcoming meets. If you
are interested in helping please contact one of the
board members listed on page 2.
Larry Brown, Editor

August 18th Canal Day Wharton NJ
August 22 - 26th, Herndon County Fair
August 25th and 26th Seafarer's Weekend in Historical Cold Spring Village. Cape May NJ
Sunday, September 9th10:00am - 4:00pm Red
Mill Tool Swap/Picnic, For more info see page and
check the web site
September 30th Walnford Park

Tuckerton Seaport, May 20th
Open Demonstration

On Sunday May 15 NJBA will be doing a
Upcoming events for 2011 demo at Tuckerton Seaport, at their Annual BlueGet you calendars out and mark these events grass & Barbeque Festival. We did this event a few
down. Please bookmark our web site and check for times before and always had a good time. So come
updated meet information. Remember most of our on down, or up, depends where you live, and spend
meets have an “Iron in the Hat” drawing, so be sure some time with us. Do a little blacksmithing, enjoy
to bring something. Meet information starts on this the music the food and the seaport.
Set up time is around 9:00 am . To get to the
page and continues on page 3.
seaport take the Garden state parkway to Exit 58 Rt
May 20th 10am to 5pm , Set up 9AM Open Dem- 539 go east or follow the signs at the top of the
onstration at the Tuckerton Seaport, 5th Annual
ramp to Rt 9 ( Main st) in Tuckerton make a right
Bluegrass & Barbecue Festival
the seaport is on the left. Hope to see you there.
June 9th, Damascus Workshop part III
Mark Morrow, Marshall’s, Howell NJ
We were promised good weather this year.
June 9 - 10th Hammer-in demonstration at the
But just in case here's my cell phone number,
Historic Cold Spring Village in Cape May, NJ
201-815-0746.
June 16 -17th Art All Night in Trenton NJ
Don't be afraid to call in the morning I'll be up.
July 14th - 15th Cold Spring Village, Cape May, Tom Majewski
NJ
For information on the seaport go to
www.tuckertonseaport.org
August 6th - 12th, Middlesex County Fair, For
more info see page and check the web site

Renewals
If you have not renewed, this maybe your last newsletter!
Send in the renewal soon!
Larry Brown, Editor
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The NJBA Web Site!
The NJBA Web Site is:
http://njba.abana-chapter.com/

The Newsletter is at:
http://www.lightningforge.com/
njba/index.htm

or use the link on the NJBA web site
for the newsletter.

Official NJBA Address
NJBA
P.O. Box 224
Farmingdale, NJ
07727-9998
Rather than use room in the newsletter,
All correspondence between
ABANA and NJBA is now being posted
on the NJBA web site.
If you cannot access it there, contact me
and I will send you copies.
ABANA is communicating again so
check it out

NJBA Board of Directors
Info not available on line

Larry Brown, Editor
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Help is needed to bring in, set up and strike down.
We will also need to make sure we can transport
Mark Morrow, Swordsmith will lead a Dasas- the trailer back and forth. Parking will be available.
cus making workshop to make a small forged Please let me know if you plan on going and have a
Damascus billet. The cost will be $75 plus $25 truck that can pull the trailer. Thanks Eric Von Arx
(e@xxsculptures.com).
for material per person it will be a one day
There are also Iron Pour, Glass Blowing, Stone
work shop starting at 9am. The workshop
Carving,
Multiple Bands and more events schedwhich will be held at Marshall Bienstock’s
uled.
This
should be a fun interesting event not to
farm in Howell, NJ.
be
missed.
Bring Safety glasses and gloves , wear clothing

Damascus Workshop

Here is the info from the AAN organizers:
that can take the flux.
We (AAN) are working on getting final confirThe sign up will be handled by Mark Morrow,
mations
but as of right now we're looking at our
swordsmith2001@verizon.net, (732) 458 5823
most
exciting
year yet as far as special events go.
www.swordsmith.net

Historic Cold Spring Village
(HCSV)
June 9th - 10th
Demonstration - Hammer-in at
HCSV Celtic Festival
Generally we start set up around 9AM and
break down by 5PM. Travel time from central NJ is
about 2 hours and Cape May is wonderful place to
visit with your family.
If you need further information, please contact
me at your convenience. The web site for HCSV is:
http://www.hcsv.org/
Thanks,
David Macauley
drmacauley@att.com

In 2012 we're going to have a large-scale iron pour,
a large-scale stone carver as well as a glassblower.
We have dozens of other events going on during
the 24-hour period but those three specific events
(plus NJBA) would make up the four most high
profile events this year and the events that we
would include the most in our marketing pieces.
In 2011, we had over 13,000 attendees attend
during the 24-hour period so this will definitely
offer an incredible amount of exposure for you and
your work. If you'd like to see more info on last
years event, please visit www.artworkstrenton.org/
artallnight. There are photos available as well as a
listing of what special events were included last
year.

June 16th – 17th 2012

Obviously we don't expect you to run for a full
24-hours but that is how long the event goes for.
Fire permits and direct vehicle access to where
you'll be set up will not be an issue. We've dealt
with all of that in the past so we are prepared. We'll
also have sand delivered if that's helpful. Considering you'll be setup in an outside area with old cobblestone, I would suggest we go that route so as not
to destroy or hurt the stone at all.

This event is Huge Exposure for NJBA. All
members are invited to demo, watch, heckle,
scream, and shout at this no holds barred event.
We will be working a Large Sculptural Candelabra
with hanging forged pieces lit with large candles.
We have the opportunity to forge during the day
and/or night if so desired. There will be NJBA
forges, anvils, etc at the site for you to forge with.

We're extremely happy to have you involved
thus year! I really think this is going to bring a true,
raw energy to Art All Night 2012. Also, we're expecting upwards of 15k-18k people this year so be
prepared for a HUGE crowd watching you guys do
your thing!
Thank You
AAN Organizers

NJBA Demo – Art All Night
Historic Roebling Wire Works
Trenton, NJ

Larry Brown, Editor
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FROM OLD BRIDGE-Take Route 18 north toward New Brunswick, pass the Colonial Diner and
head toward Cranbury over the Route 18 overpass
and proceed past the high school and bear left at
the fork, as above.
Family Weekend, Demonstration Hammer-in.
David will bring the equipment - great beach vaca- Route from north county (this is the least congested
route), take Exit 8A on the New Jersey Turnpike.
tion opportunity
Turn right on Route 535 North directly to fairGenerally we start set up around 9AM and break
grounds (5 miles
down by 5PM. Travel time from central NJ is
about 2 hours and Cape May is wonderful place to For further information please contact David
Macauley, drmacauley@att.net 732-206-1568
visit with your family.

Historic Cold Spring Village
(HCSV)
July 14th - 15th

If you need further information, please contact
Canal Day Wharton NJ
me at your convenience. The web site for HCSV is:
August 18th
http://www.hcsv.org/
Thanks,
I will be doing a demo at Canal Day in WharDavid Macauley
ton NJ 10Am - 5PM. Here is the URL: http://
drmacauley@att.com
www.canalday.org I will have two forging stations.
All NJBA smiths are welcomed. This was a great
festival in 2011. Some good bands, food and venMiddlesex County Fair
dors. Great family event.
August 6st - 12th
Coordinator David Macauley,
drmacauley@att.net , 7320-310-1300
Confirmation of the dates coming soon!
Watch the web site or call David for the demonstration days or if you want to go out on other days. Seafarer's Weekend in Historical
We have been invited back to Middlesex
Cold Spring Village.
County fair which runs from August 6st through
Cape May NJ.
the 12th in East Brunswick. The fair hours are 5 11 PM Monday through Friday, 11 AM - 11PM on
August 27th and 28th
Saturday and 11AM - 7PM on Sunday.
I will again have two forging stations. There
We will have the NJBA trailer at the site for
are some great displays of boats made in the bay
the entire time and we will probably have addiarea of Cape May county. Some darn realistic pitional forging stations. We will be under a tent with
rates with accurate and authentic weapons. Again
other crafters. The site has easy access to water and
great family event. this is the middle of the
power and we will have tables to display our
Macauley Family vacation. Pelase come and enjoy
forged items. All smiths are encouraged to attend.
the blacksmithing and the beach. This is a particuThis is a wonderful fair to attend and is great oplarly great location to have people experience
portunity for the entire family.
blacksmithing first hand. Here is the URL: http://
Here are the driving instructions:
www.hcsv.org/
The Middlesex County Fair is located on Cranbury Rd. where it intersects Fern Roads in East
Brunswick. Take Route 18 into East Brunswick,
follow the directions for Cranbury onto Cranbury
Road (Rt. 535 South), pass East Brunswick High
School on the left, keep left at the fork, and continue on Cranbury Road for about three miles to the
fair. 655 Cranbury Road.
Larry Brown, Editor
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BLACKSMITH HAMMER-IN
& TOOL SWAP
At the Red Mill Museum Village
Sunday, September 9th,
10:00am - 4:00pm

Meet at Walnford Park
September 30th

We will be demonstrating and holding a membership meeting at Walnford Park on September
30th. Walnford is also known as Crosswicks Creek
Park and is in Upper Freehold, N.J
Hammer in and demo at Walnford Park. Please
The Red Mill Museum Village is pleased to
announce its annual Hammer In and Tool Swap on come out especially with your family to enjoy a
Sunday, September 9th from 10-4pm. This event is day at the hidden jewel of he Monmouth County
hosted by the NJ Blacksmith’s Association, under Park system - Walnford park. NJBA will have the
the direction of association trustee, Eric Cuper, and trailer with three forges at the demo. We will be
immediately across from the working gristmill.
our own resident blacksmiths Dave Ennis and
There are many activities for children so this is anRobert Bozzay.
other great family event.
NJBA members who want to demonstrate
should contact Dave Ennis and register for a time
Coordinator David Macauley,
slot in the schedule so the museum can publicize
drmacauley@att.net , 732-310-1300
them and the event
The day’s activities will center at the Museum’s Blacksmith Shop where local blacksmiths
and the New Jersey Blacksmith’s Association, a
non-profit organization dedicated to the promotion
of the art and craft of blacksmithing, will have
members on hand to demonstrate and sell their
work. Tool dealers and collectors are invited to
tailgate, sell and swap their smithing tools and accessories. We are currently registering blacksmiths
and tool collectors. Among the items to be found
will be anvils, blowers, forges, vises, hammers, and
tongs. Should anyone have a “what is it” cluttering
up the garage, bring it along and we will be glad to
identify it for you.

Historic Walnford is the 36 acre Historic District at the heart of Crosswick Creek Park. This
country estate and former mill village provides a
window to view more than a century of social,
technological, and environmental history in Western Monmouth County.

Admission for the day’s activities is $8 for
adults, $6 for seniors, and $5 for children (6-12).
Free for children under 6, museum members and
for NJBA members. Included in the price is admission to the Museum’s historic buildings and exhibits. The Red Mill Museum Village is located at 56
Main Street in Clinton, NJ. For more information,
or to register call the Museum at (908) 735-4101.
Directions:
Red Mill Museum; Take exit 15 on I-78 onto old
route 22 going North (routes 513 and 173), make a
left onto main street before bridge. Museum
straight ahead.

Directions: Please note: If you choose do an
internet search for directions to this address, be
aware that the parking lot on site is not accessible
from the Walnford Rd/Hill Rd intersection. Directions below. From the East Via I-195: Take Exit 11
(Imlaystown/Cox's Corner) and turn left onto Rt.43
(Imlaystown/Hightstown Rd). At the first intersection, turn right onto Rt. 526/Red Valley Rd. At the
first light, turn left onto Sharon Station Rd and follow approximately 2 miles. Turn right onto Rt. 539
North. Travel a short distance and turn left onto
Holmes Mills Rd. Make first right onto Walnford
Road which leads directly into the park.. From the

Larry Brown, Editor

The site includes a large home built for the
Waln Family in 1774, an 1879 Carriage House, and
assorted outbuildings and farm structures. Much of
the site's interpretation is connected to the newly
restored and operating late 19th century Gristmill.

Directions
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West: Follow I-195 to Exit 8 (Allentown), Rt.
524/539. Turn right and follow Rt. 539 through
Allentown. Turn right onto Holmes Mills Rd and
then right onto Walnford Rd, which leads directly
into the park. From the North: Take Rt. 9, 79, or
34S to 537W to Rt. 539 in Upper Freehold. Turn
right onto Rt. 539 (Forked River Rd), then left onto
Burlington Path Rd. Turn right onto Holmes Mills
Rd and then left onto Walnford Rd, which leads
directly into the park.

Pictures from Edged Tool
Demonstration by
Mark Morrow, March 10th
at Marshalls Farm

No text, pictures continued

on next page!

Larry Brown, Editor
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Spring Kick Off At
Peters Valley Craft Center.
April 14th
The meet was a large success, with demonstrations by Sam Salvati demonstrating the
forging of a large cooking knife in the morning
and Dick Sargent demonstrating and discussing traditional joinery.
The meet had been advertized to the surrounding blacksmith groups and there was a
turnout of 50 –60 people which was great.
Many NJBA members and familiar faces and
friends from other groups. There was a Barbeque for lunch and a good iron in the hat, after
which NJBA donated the balance of $327.07
money after expenses to the Blacksmith Shop
at Peters Valley Craft Center.
Dick Sargent
arranged the meet, dealt with lunch and did a
great job with the IITH. There is no Pig Roast
scheduled for this year, so we may try to make
this a yearly event to help the shop and teaching program.
Everyone should check the web site or call
the Valley for a brochure to see the classes
available this season and if possible attend a
class.

www.petersvalley.org
973-948-5200
Larry Brown, Editor
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Mark Morrow’s
Short Sword Demonstration
at Marshalls Farm
We had a fine demo from Mark on Saturday
5/5/2012 on making Japanese swords. As always
we were all impressed by Mark's skills. I was personally surprised how little time was required to do
the forging of a short sword. Doing polishing,
hardening, handle and case work would probably
take much more time, but still to see a sword
forged so quickly was impressive. The demonstration on claying was informative - quite a bit detail.
Although I did not do a formal count I think we
had about 6 participants - pretty small but that gave
us plenty of opportunities to clearly watch the various processes - especially claying.
Report by David Macauley

Demonstration Opportunity
The 20th Annual Delaware Bay Day festival
will be held on Saturday, June 2nd this year, and
we are looking for artists and crafters who would
like to sell their works at this event. The attached
document includes information about the festival
and an application form. If you decide that you
would like to be a vendor, please let me know so
that I can reserve a space for you.

Tool Sale!
Here's what information I have about the sale of
Fred Odell's tools.
Fred Odell
6209 Upper York Road
New Hope PA 18938-9669
The sale is on May 19th. 9 to 5. All items are very
reasonably priced. Some high lights are: hossfeld
bend, cone mandrel, swage block, hay budden anvil (it is nice, but has a piece cut out of the tail, and
welded to the step, like a farriers anvil) a couple of
stakes, a stake plate, many tongs etc. Photo's can be
seen on this linkhttps://www.dropbox.com/gallery/4009159/1/
Sale%20of%20Fred%20Odell%20Studio?
h=9a0ca2
Let me know if you need more info.
Jim Wyckoff
570-421-2097 home/ work
570-856-0670 cell
www.jimwyckoffblacksmith.com

We are also seeking artisans and crafters to
demonstrate traditional crafts and folkways of the
region or new uses for regional materials. The $30
vendor fee will be waived for those willing to demonstrate their craft throughout the day. There is a
small rental fee if you require tables, chairs or electricity. Let me know if you would like to be a demonstrator and I will send you the appropriate form.
Thanks - We hope to see you on June 2nd.
Janis Traas
Outreach Coordinator
Bayshore Discovery Project
856-785-2060 X108
Contact Larry Brown editor, for vendor application
or person above.
Larry Brown, Editor
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Blacksmithing
Workshops and Classes:
Peters Valley Craft Education Center
19 Kuhn Rd., Layton, NJ 07851 (973)948-5200
pv@warwick.net
www.pvcrafts.org
Academy of Traditional Arts
Carrol County Farm Museum
500 South Center St. Westminster, MD 21157
(410)848-7775 (410)876-2667

Business Members
We would like to thank those who joined with
our new Business Membership category .
Business dues are $40
Please show them our support
Marshall Bienstock, Marshall's Farms
663 Casino Dr., Howell, NJ 07731
732-938-6577, 732-780-0871
jlfmib@optonline.net

Touchstone Center for Crafts
R.D.#1, Box 60, Farmington, PA 15437
(724)329-1370 Fax: (724)329-1371

John Chobrda, Dragon Run Forge
P.O. Box 315 Delaware City, DE, 19706
302-838-1960 jchob@verizon.net

John C Campbell Folk School
One Folk School Rd.
Brasstown, NC 28902
1-800-365-5724
www.folkschool.com

Eric Cuper Artist Blacksmith
109 Lehman Lane, Neshanic Station, NJ 08853
908 642-6420 ericuper@msn.com

Brookfield Craft Center
286 Whisconier Road
P. O. Box 122
Brookfield, CT 06804-0122
203.775.4526

Bruce Hay, Jr.
50 Pine St., Lincroft, NJ 07738

BLACKSMITH TOOLS FOR SALE!

Open Forges

John Chobrda

If any members have a forge at home and work
in the evenings or weekends and want to open it
up to help a few local guys, let me know, Larry
Brown, editor, as we get requests from members
who have a hard time traveling to some of the
open forge locations.

Please contact, Larry Brown, Editor.
We want to encourage all to join us at:

Has a large selection of tools for sale.

Anvils – Forges - Leg Vices—Blowers
Tongs – Hammers
and/or resurfaced Anvils

Call John for prices and

Ronsforge@aol.com
In Southern NJ contact
Marshall Bienstock is hosting an open forge in Joshua Kuehne, 543 Amos Ave.
his shop at 7 pm almost every Monday night
Vineland, NJ 08360
( Please call ahead on holidays to make sure , (856) 503-5297
iforgeiron88@yahoo.com
(732)780-0871 )
In Northern Delaware and Southern NJ,
Open Forge in Long Island
contact Kerry Rhoades or John Chobrda
Sunday from 10:00 am to 6pm.
Starting the 1st Sunday in November until the Kerry (302) 832-1631 John (302) 838-1960
end of April. Please call ahead to confirm and (609) 610-3501 (cell)

Monday Night Open Forge in N.J.

get directions. Ron Grabowski, 110 Burlington Blvd. Smithtown, NY (631) 265-1564
Larry Brown, Editor
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Running A Small Business
By Harold Hilborn

I have been a small business owner for 1
1/2 years now and work by myself most of the
time. I have had the most difficulties trying to
price my work. Am I charging to much or not
enough? When you're done with the quote you
look at it and say, that's to much they will
never pay that because I would not. So you
lower your price get the job, complete it. Then
look back at it and feel you left some money
on the table. Figuring the costs of a job has always been easy as far as materials and time
goes but when it comes on how much to charge
per hour is a different matter.
Looking on the internet I found this article
which seems to work well for me. Just plug in
your own numbers and may be it will help
some of you also.

Business of Blacksmithing
How to Price and Charge for Your Work. by
David Robertson
DavidRobertson@artistblacksmith.com
Blacksmithing like any craft takes a lot of
thought when your price your work. We all
struggle with what we think should be a fair
price. Often we enjoy the work so much it
seems hard to price the work at what it should
be priced to make a proper living.
Lets look at the reality of pricing your
work when you work in a specialized, labor
intensive craft. The numbers I will use may be
a bit different for your country or location, but
I am sure you will be able to adjust the numbers to your situation. In my area minimum
wage is about $8.00 an hour. This gives a bare
subsistence in quality of living. So what is a
reasonable wage for the type of work we do?
Lets look at the nature of our business first.
We use specialized equipment to create precision pieces of metal work. We assemble our
creations into complex shapes and functional
Larry Brown, Editor

items.
There is a high degree of skill, and planning involved in many of our projects. We also
have to deal with customers and suppliers on a
daily basis, solve problems and quote projects
as well do our own accounting and bookkeeping. There are many hats that we have to wear
as one person business operators.
The manual skills required in the blacksmithing business as well as the technical
knowledge are closely related to the skills of a
welder, or auto mechanic, or a machinist.
There are some differences in each of these
trades but the skill level is about the same.
In my area auto shops and machine shops
charge $75.00 to $100.00 an hour. Individual
mechanics and welders get paid $25.00 to
$35.00 an hour.
So lets take an average of $30.00 an hour
over a 40 hour week. That gives $1200.00 a
week times 50 weeks (remember that you
should be able to take a two week holiday and
this is paid). So 50 weeks gives a total income
of $60,000.00 . This is considered a good solid
income in my country.
You only get paid for the work you sell.
The time you spend consulting with your clients you are not paid for. The time spent designing the gate or grill is not paid time. The
time spent getting materials and supplies you
are not paid for. You are not paid to do your
own bookkeeping. If some one else takes care
of your bookkeeping then you have to pay
them. There are many areas that you have to
spend time on that you do not get directly paid
for. Everything is paid for by what you sell so
you have to take into account all the time spent
other than smithing.
To calculate what your time is worth when
you are working on actual blacksmithing you
will need to at first keep strict records of how
long it takes you to make your items. You must
include the time to paint and finish your work.
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If you ship to your customers you need to include the time it takes to package it up.
You also need to keep a log of all the time
spent that is work related but you can't charge
for. You will need to keep your log-book very
detailed so you can isolate what proportion of
time actually brings income in, and what proportion supports your income but that you
don't get paid for. You also need to calculate
all your consumable costs, electricity, rent,
business insurance, vehicle costs, etc and add
to your wage costs. This will give you the total
that you need to bring in a year.
The next step is to calculate the number of
hours used on non paying work. This includes
the running around and consultations, or the
sitting at the craft show selling your products.
This should be part of your log book as well! If
you keep track of all the time spent on your
business, and the time of actual making of the
products you will probably find a 60 / 40 ratio.
That is 40% of your time is actually working
on salable products. 60% of the time is spent
on related but unpaid work. You will have to
determine this ratio from your own log book.
Lets take a look at some sample numbers in the
equation. These are rough yearly totals.
Wage $60,000
Shop Electricity $1200
Shop Rent $3600
Business Insurance $ 1200
Vehicle Costs $6000
Show Fees $2000
Advertising $2000
Equipment Repairs $1000
Total $77,000
You may have other expenses that you only
incur since you are in business. These will
need to be added to this list. Everyone is a bit
different, and check with your accountant.
Our actual equation looks like this:
Hourly Shop Rate = (target yearly wage +
business expenses)
Larry Brown, Editor

(ratio of paid hours per week x 40 hours a
week x 50 weeks in a year)
Now lets plug into our time ratio.
0.40 x our a available paid hours (40 hours a
week x 50 weeks in a year)
0.40 x 2000 = 800 smithing hours in a year So
$77000 / 800 = $96.25 per hour plus your material costs. This should be your shop rate. As
you can see your actual wage is much less than
what you have to charge.
Going back to the beginning of this article
you can see why my local auto mechanic and
machine shop is charging $75 to $100 an hour.
Your blacksmith work is the same value!
Lets add another twist to this scenario.
Suppose you hire an employee. Obvious expense is wages and deductions. When I was
hiring employees it would take a month before
they had been trained well enough that they
were making me significant money. It took a
week before they would break even and I
could use the components they were making. If
you pay $10.00 per hour, the first week they
may just break even. The second week they
may get up to $20 per hour in production for
you.
After a month I found that they could bring
in about $40.00 hour if I kept them busy. If
you have the work rolling in this is when you
start to make money. Remember you are still
paying them $10.00 an hour. If your work
dries up, paying employees is a fast way of
going broke.
In short you need to start keeping a log
book of how much time you spend on each
facet of your business. Time for everything.
Then break it into time spent directly making
your products and time spent on non-billable
supporting hours. Do the simple calculations to
find what you should be charging in your circumstances. It will probably be more than you
guess.
Reprinted with the permission of the author.
From The Anvil's Horn
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The Cut Nail
By Bobby Floyd
This is a very brief summary of the most
important piece of metal of the 19th Century,
the common cut nail. It was the most critical
part for building homes and buildings of this
time period.
Can the "common "cut nail help in dating
of historic homes and other items? Yes, somewhat. The more you understand the physical
characteristics of the cut nails you are examining the closer time period that it was manufactured can be judged. Just because a newer machine came out that improved on the older machine, not everyone replaced the older machines.
Unless you have an interest in historic dating this subject can and has put people to sleep
when discussing it. I will try and explain some
simple factors that will help you identify the
time periods of general heavy use of the common cut nails. These are some of the more easily identifying factors that others and I have
used but there are many other factors that one
can use to get a more precise date of heavy use.
All the nails in my study were made with
wrought iron that by its definition has a grain.
They still make the cut nail but it is made of
steel and is easily identifiable especially when
broken apart for it shows no grain.
First: which way is the grain going, straight
down the length of the nail or side ways?
If side ways, it dates of heavy use is between 1791- 1847.
If length, it dates of heavy use is between
1834-1885.
Second: Is the bottom of the nail (the so called
point) somewhat rounded?
If rounded 1791-1847
Third: Are the burrs on the length of the nail
on the same side or opposite?
Opposite 1791-1836 Same side 1808-1885
Other identifying factors are the length of
Larry Brown, Editor

the pinching under the head, which side it was
pinched on, shape of the pinch, degree of
pinch: cut-face splitting or front-face spitting
of the head plus many other things related to
the head. All the above have dates of heavy use
starting and ending.
Remember, the more items that you can
identify in the cut nail the narrower the dates
will be.
Once the cut nail is removed you can often
see the grain with the naked eye or magnifying
glass but sometime, when this would not work,
I would etch it with muriatic acid to see which
way the grain went. The last resort was to cut
into the nail a little with a hacksaw and break it
to see the grain structure.
I was able to tell the approximate date of
the four-different times that my buildings additions or alternations were made with the study
of over 40 nails removed. In conjunction with
other identifying factors like screws, glass, design, moldings, wood rings, saw marks, etc, I
was able to more precisely identify the dates of
construction and alterations.
Like any other things used on a historic
home one needs to find out the approximate
date that they were available in your area. I my
case I was able the to find some store records
that documented the cut nail first arrived in this
area around 1808. Surprisingly, the cost of the
same size cut nail and hand made wrought
nails were the same on this date. A few years
later the cut nail was much cheaper. It is said
that the hand make wrought nail was still being
sold and its heavy use started declining ca.
1830.
The real advantage of the hand made nail
over the first cut nails was in its ability to
clinch the batten doors. The new cut nails grain
was side ways and would often break when
bent. All my batten doors in the manor house,
cookhouse and smokehouse had hand made
wrought nails. All buildings on our property
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have been documented as being build ca. 1825.
Interesting facts:
In 1816 two-third of all rolled wrought iron
in the U.S. was devoted to nail production. In
certain areas of the U.S. the cut nails began to
overwhelm hand-wrought iron nails completely, driving them into the special purpose
market. In 1839 the Burden railroad spike machine is introduced. It forges a complete spike
in one operation and produces 50
spikes per minute, permitting more rapid laying of track than had been possible when only
hand-forged spikes were available.
In 1850 eighty-seven U.S. naileries are
listed in the census..
By 1870 hand wrought nails accounted for
less than 5% of total U.S. nail production.
In 1887 the price of Bessemer steel billets
is low enough to make wire nail-making an
economic success. Virtually all wire nails are
of steel.
By 1891 three quarters of all cut nails are
manufactured from steel.
By 1892 half the nails made in the U.S. are
now of wire.
By 1920 only 5% of the U.S. production
was now in cut nails.
Advertisements of cut nails stress their
greater holding power.
Most all the above information above came
from studies of the cut nails from three different sources: Historic Louisiana Nails (Aids to
the Dating of Old Buildings) by Jay D. Edwards and Tom Wells, Nail Chronology as an
Aid to Dating Old Buildings by Lee Nelson
and The Dating of Old Houses by Dr. Henry
Mercer. For those really interested in this subject I recommend getting a copy the Historic
Louisiana Nails for it is by far the best researched and the one used by most Architectural Historians in our area.
What caused the disappearance of the
blacksmith made hand wrought nails and then
Larry Brown, Editor

the cut nails to the wire nails?
Like today in the U.S., it's all about the
cost of production that caused the demise of
the hand made wrought nails to the cut nails
and then the cut nails to the wire nails. Both
the hand made wrought nails and the cut nails,
in my opinion, have superior holding power
compared to the wire round nail and when
made of wrought iron they had build in it better rust protection than steel wire nails.
The next time you have an opportunity to get
your hands on an old cut nail see if you can
estimated the time it was manufactured using
some of the above factors.
Now you can wake up!

SHOP THEORIES
Ernie's Law of Horizontal Surfaces
"The volume of clutter expands exponentially
in relation to the combined sums of the areas
of the horizontal surfaces in one's shop."
Ernie's Second Law of Horizontal Surfaces
"Any increase in horizontal surface areas intended to lessen the concentration of clutter in
one's shop will eventually result in a proportional increase in the volume of clutter."
Pigott's Theory of Work
"The volume of work accomplished in a given
period of time can easily be determined by the
amount of blood on the floor of the shop."
Ward's Law of Thrown Tools
"A tool thrown in a fit of anger can always be
expected to strike and damage an object of
greater importance than the original project."
Ward's Second Law of Thrown Tools
"A tool thrown on purpose will never strike its
intended target."
Ward's Third Law of Thrown Tools"
Regardless of the intention, throwing tools is
always satisfying."
MISSISSIPPI FORGE COUNCIL
THE UPSET JANUARY 2008
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It's "steel" pretty hard to understand!
The recent "Introduction to Knife Making Workshop", presented by Justin Mercier at John D'Abates, and Mark Aspery's demo at the Atlantic Coast Blacksmiths Conference both helped me understand steel as a mixture of elements, in crystalline form. This form changes with temperature and blacksmiths need to be able to capitalize on those changes when making tools for both hot and cold use.
This article, gleaned from the internet, explains what "stuff' alloyed with Iron does to the resulting
steel alloy. We'll pursue addition explanations in future newsletters.
Effects of Elements on Steel
Steels are among the most commonly used alloys. The complexity of steel alloys is fairly significant. Not all effects of the varying elements are included. The following text gives an overview of some
of the effects of various alloying elements. Additional research should be performed prior to making any
design or engineering conclusions.
Carbon has a major effect on steel properties. Carbon is the primary hardening element in steel.
Hardness and tensile strength increases as carbon content increases up to about 0.85% C . Ductility and
weldability decrease with increasing carbon.
Manganese is generally beneficial to surface quality especially in resulfurized steels. Manganese
contributes to strength and hardness, but less than carbon. The increase in strength is dependent upon the
carbon content. Increasing the manganese content decreases ductility and weldability, but less than carbon. Manganese has a significant effect on the hardenability of steel.
Phosphorus increases strength and hardness and decreases ductility and notch impact toughness of
steel. The adverse effects on ductility and toughness are greater in quenched and tempered higher-carbon
steels. Phosphorous levels are normally controlled to low levels. Higher phosphorus is specified in lowcarbon freemachining steels to improve machinability.
Sulfur decreases ductility and notch impact toughness especially in the transverse direction. Weldability decreases with increasing sulfur content. Sulfur is found primarily in the form of sulfide inclusions. Sulfur levels are normally controlled to low levels. The only exception is free-machining steels,
where sulfur is added to improve machinability.
Silicon is one of the principal deoxidizers used in steelmaking. Silicon is less effective than manganese in increasing as-rolled strength and hardness. In low-carbon steels, silicon is generally detrimental
to surface quality.
Copper in significant amounts is detrimental to hot-working steels. Copper negatively affects forge
welding, but does not seriously affect arc or oxyacetylene welding. Copper can be detrimental to surface
quality. Copper is beneficial to atmospheric corrosion resistance when present in amounts exceeding
0.20%. Weathering steels are sold having greater than 0.20% Copper.
Lead is virtually insoluble in liquid or solid steel. However, lead is sometimes added to carbon and
alloy steels by means of mechanical dispersion during pouring to improve the machinability.
Boron is added to fully killed steel to improve hardenability. Boron-treated steels are produced to a
range of 0.0005 to 0.003%. Whenever boron is substituted in part for other alloys, it should be done only
with hardenability in mind because the lowered alloy content may be harmful for some applications.
Scrap Box 2008

New England Blacksmiths

Larry Brown, Editor
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Boron is a potent alloying element in steel. A very small amount of boron (about 0.001%) has a
strong effect on hardenability. Boron steels are generally produced within a range of 0.0005 to 0.003%.
Boron is most effective in lower carbon steels.
Chr omium is commonly added to steel to increase corrosion resistance and oxidation resistance, to increase hardenability, or to improve high-temperature strength. As a hardening element, Chromium is
frequently used with a toughening element such as nickel to produce superior mechanical properties. At
higher temperatures, chromium contributes increased strength. Chromium is a strong carbide former.
Complex chromium-iron carbides go into solution in austenite slowly; therefore, sufficient heating time
must be allowed for prior to quenching.
Nickel is a ferrite strengthener. Nickel does not form carbides in steel. It remains in solution in ferrite, strengthening and toughening the ferrite phase. Nickel increases the hardenability and impact
strength of steels.
Molybdenum increases the hardenability of steel. Molybdenum may produce secondary hardening
during the tempering of quenched steels. It enhances the creep strength of low-alloy steels at elevated
temperatures.
Aluminum is widely used as a deoxidizer. Aluminum can control austenite grain growth in reheated
steels and is therefore added to control grain size. Aluminum is the most effective alloy in controlling
grain growth prior to quenching. Titanium, zirconium, and vanadium are also valuable grain growth inhibitors, but there carbides are difficult to dissolve into solution in austenite.
Zirconium can be added to killed high-strength low-alloy steels to achieve improvements in inclusion characteristics. Zirconium causes sulfide inclusions to be globular rather than elongated thus improving toughness and ductility in transverse bending.
Niobium (Columbium) increases the yield strength and, to a lesser degree, the tensile strength of
carbon steel. The addition of small amounts of Niobium can significantly increase the yield strength of
steels. Niobium can also have a moderate precipitation strengthening effect. Its main contributions are to
form precipitates above the transformation temperature, and to retard the recrystallization of austenite,
thus promoting a fine-grain microstructure having improved strength and toughness.
Titanium is used to retard grain growth and thus improve toughness. Titanium is also used to
achieve improvements in inclusion characteristics. Titanium causes sulfide inclusions to be globular
rather than elongated thus improving toughness and ductility in transverse bending.
Vanadium increases the yield strength and the tensile strength of carbon steel. The addition of small
amounts of Vanadium can significantly increase the strength of steels. Vanadium is one of the primary
contributors to precipitation strengthening in microalloyed steels. When thermomechanical processing is
properly controlled the ferrite grain size is refined and there is a corresponding increase in toughness.
The impact transition temperature also increases when vanadium is added.
All microalloy steels contain small concentrations of one or more strong carbide and nitride forming
elements. Vanadium, niobium, and titanium combine preferentially with carbon and/or nitrogen to form
a fine dispersion of precipitated particles in the steel matrix.
Scrap Box 2008 New England Blacksmiths

Larry Brown, Editor
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Editors Note: The entire patent can
be seen on the US Patent website:
www.uspto.gov
-search by patent number.
Excerpts from the patent text.

Fig. 1; shows a perspective view
of my improved form of pocket
knife;
Fig. 2; is an edge view of the
same;
Fig. 3; is a back view as seen
from the opposite side of that
shown in Fig.2
Fig. 4; shows a side view of the
same knife with the blade in
open position;
Fig. 5; shows an end view as
seen from the near end of Fig. 1;
Fig 6; shows a side view of the
knife illustrating a slight modified form of wire handle, and
Fig.7; Shows a further side view
of knife including a simplified
feed form of handle.
As before suggested the handle
is formed throughout of a single
piece of heavy wire, that is bent
and shaped to form a handle.
Finding the U.S. Patient reminded me of this small pocket
knife that was made by Brent
Cole, a MABA memberThe blade is made of L-6 (a
band saw blade) and 5160 for
the spring handle.

Photo and text by Steven Spoerre
THE UPSETTER
NEWSLETTER OF THE MICHIGAN
ARTIST BLACKSMITH'S ASSOCIATION
NOV/DEC 2008
Larry Brown, Editor
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TIPS FOR DEMONSTRATING BLACKSMITHING
Reprinted from The Hot Iron Sparkle, Volume 27 No. 2, 2nd Quarter 2009
are mass produced in various sizes now.
1. Keep it simple, especially when you demonstrate b. Do you shoe horses? Answer: No, farriers shoe
horses today.
to the general public. Short and quick items like
c. How hot is that? Answer: Dull Red: 900 - 1000
hooks, nails, and leaves are good demo items because the audience is only there a short time. Most F ... White: 2000+ F
of the crowd is happy just to see you hammer on a Safety Issues
glowing piece of steel.
1. Don't burn the audience or other blacksmiths in
2. Talk to the audience. Let them know what you
the area. Try to avoid sending sparks, scale, weldare making and explain the steps as you work on a ing flux, or hot metal towards the audience. When
piece. Example: I'm going to draw this out to a
hot cutting at the anvil, position the waste so it is
point by repeatedly hitting (striking) it with the
not pointing towards the audience, and to not cut
hammer, rotating it and striking the adjacent side. all the way through the stock. Instead of hot cutting
The causes the metal to get longer and taper to a
you can use a hacksaw. When wire brushing point
point. If you are uncomfortable talking to the audi- the stock towards the ground and direct the scale to
ence you can get another blacksmith to tell the au- the dirt.
dience what you are doing and to answer questions 2. Avoid welding (see rule number 1 above) if posfrom the onlookers.
sible. If you must forge weld, use as little flux as
3. Keep the fire cooler than you normally do so it
possible and use a safety shield in front of the anvil
takes longer to heat the stock. Doing this will help to catch the molten flux.
keep you from burning up the stock and give you
3. Quench all items and test it on bare skin (yours
time to answer questions.
preferably) before handing a demo piece to the au4. Get another blacksmith to help hold larger obdience. Also cool hot tongs and tools before putting
jects when using a chisel to cut or split a piece, or them on the workbench or hanging them up.
drifting a hole. While you can do these tasks by
4. Have a safe area, like under the forge, for hot
yourself, it increases the risk that the chisel, punch, objects where everyone knows it is hot. Put hot
or stock will fly off the anvil (see rule number 1 in objects in the safe area to cool.
the Safety Issues below).
5. Wear safety glasses.
5. When making more elaborate pieces, have sam- 6. When cutting with a hardy tool work parallel to
ples of it at various stages of development so you
the anvil (not towards the audience) and don't cut
can show the audience what you started with and
completely through the work. Cut partially through
how the work progresses. This is especially useful the piece and break it off.
as spectators come and go during the demo.
7. When you walk behind or around another smith
6. When things go wrong, just toss it in the safe
at the forge, let them know you are there so they
area and start another piece.
don't turn around with a hot object and burn you.
7. Be courteous to the other demonstrators, Lend a 8. Use mild steel for demonstrating. Avoid brittle
hand when they need it and stay out of the demo
or hardened steel that might shatter like files or
area when not working. Keep conversations to a
planer blades.
low volume.
9. Do not leave hardy tools in the hardy hole, espe8. Have stock precut and prepared before hand. It cially cutters or horns. When you finish using the
simplifies your demo.
hardy tool remove it and drop it in the dirt (it's hot).
9. Be prepared to answer the most popular ques10.Use tongs to pick up any object lying on the
tions repeatedly.
floor and check to see if it is hot before grabbing it
a. Do you make horse shoes? Answer: No, shoes
with your hand.

General Tips for Demonstrations

Larry Brown, Editor
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Make your Stainless Steel Glow
From an article by Pete Stanaitis of the Guild of Metalsmiths
A situation that often comes up is, "Hey, my stainless steel is rusting! Why? What can I do
to fix it?" Stainless steel is stainless because of the protective chromium oxides on the surface.
If those oxides are removed by scouring, or by reaction with bleach, then the iron in the steel is
exposed and can be rusted. Stainless steel is also vulnerable to contamination by plain carbon
steel, the kind found in tools, food cans, and steel wool. This non-stainless steel tends to rub off
on the surface (due to iron-to-iron affinity), and readily rusts. Once rust has breached the chromium oxides, the iron in the stainless steel can also rust. Fixing this condition calls for repassivation.
Passivating stainless steel is normally accomplished in industry by dipping the part in a bath
of nitric acid. Nitric acid dissolves any free iron or other contaminants from the surface, which
cleans the metal, and it reoxidizes the chromium; all in about 20 minutes.
But you don't need a nitric acid bath to passivate. The key is to clean the stainless steel to
bare metal. Once the metal is clean (and dry), the oxygen in the atmosphere will form the protective chromium oxides. The steel will be every bit as passivated as that which was dipped in
acid. The only catch is that it takes longer, about a week or two.
To passivate stainless steel at home without using a nitric acid bath, you need to clean the
surface of all dirt, oils and oxides. The best way to do this is to use an oxalic acid based
cleanser like those mentioned below, and a non-metallic green scrubby pad. Don't use steel
wool, or any metal pad, even stainless steel, because this will actually promote rust. Scour the
surface thoroughly and then rinse and dry it with a towel. Leave it alone for a week or two and
it will re-passivate itself. You should not have to do this procedure more than once, but it can be
repeated as often as necessary.
Oxalic Acid based cleaners
There are oxalic acid based cleansers available at the grocery store that are very effective
for cleaning stains and deposits from stainless. They also work well for copper. One example is
Revere Ware Copper and Stainless Cleanser, another is Bar Keeper's Friend, and another is
Kleen King Stainless Steel Cleanser. Use according to the manufacturer's directions and rinse
thoroughly with water afterwards.
Not all stainless steels behave the same and you'll have to do more research on your own if
you want more details. To get the list of hundreds of Internet hits, through which I searched, I
simply typed in the word "passivate" and went from there.

Larry Brown, Editor
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